Landscape architecture, mathematics professors earn Commerce Bank and W.T. Kemper Foundation Distinguished Graduate Faculty Award

Professors Timothy Keane and Zongzhu Lin are Kansas State University’s newest Commerce Bank and W.T. Kemper Foundation Distinguished Graduate Faculty Award winners.

Keane is a professor of landscape architecture and director of research, scholarly and creative activity for the College of Architecture, Planning & Design. Lin is a professor of mathematics in the College of Arts & Sciences.

The award honors Keane and Lin for their outstanding scholarly achievements and contributions to graduate education at the university. Each professor will receive a $2,500 honorarium. The awards are supported by the William T. Kemper Foundation and the Commerce Bancshares Foundation, and are coordinated through the Kansas State University Foundation and the university president’s office.

Click HERE for the entire story.
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Third Floor Tidbits
Weigel Library

Currently on display -
Study Abroad Memories
Diagramming Assistance
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art
Recent acquires on the New Resources shelf -

- Logo Creed - the mystery, magic and method behind designing great logos
- Drawing is Magic - discovering yourself in a sketchbook
- Sketch! The non-artist's guide to inspiration, technique and drawing daily life
- Sketching for Architecture + Interior Design
- Vincenzo Scamozzin (1548-1616)
- Wild by design - strategies for creating life-enhancing landscapes
- The High Line

2016 APDesign Alumni Honorees College of Architecture, Planning & Design honors four 2006 alumni

The College of Architecture, Planning & Design, or APDesign, at Kansas State University is recognizing five alumni for their success 10 years after their graduation from the university and APDesign programs.

The 2016 honorees are Corbin Keech, Chicago, IL; Drew and Melissa Marlow, Denver, CO; Katie Martin, Chicago, IL and Ryan McKay, Kansas City, MO.

The department or program from which they received their degree selected the honorees. They will visit Manhattan Oct. 27-28 to meet with students and faculty, participate in class and studio visits, and be honored at a luncheon. An exhibit of their professional work is on display in Seaton Hall's Chang Gallery through Nov. 18. The exhibit is free and open to the public from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.

Click HERE for the full story

Students to present on-campus colloquium about travel experiences with MESA

This past year, landscape architecture students were provided an opportunity to apply for an award allowing them to explore a topic of personal interest in a location most appropriate for that topic. MESA, a Dallas, Texas landscape architecture office co-founded by alumnus Stan Cowan, '87, sponsors the Design Discovery Award. [FULL STORY]

Mortar Board Scholarships

Mortar Board Senior Honor Society is releasing the 2016-2017 application for their Outstanding Student Scholarship. This year Mortar Board is awarding three scholarships to outstanding students who demonstrate distinguished ability and achievement in scholarship, leadership, and service, the three major principles of our society.
Three awards: one $250 scholarship to a Freshman student, one $250 scholarship to a Sophomore student, and one $500 scholarship to a Junior student who demonstrate distinguished ability and achievement in scholarship, leadership, and service, the three major principles of our society. This scholarship will be awarded for use in the Spring 2017 semester.

- Application opens Wednesday, October 12 at 8:00 AM, and will close Friday, November 4 at 5:00 PM
- Applicants must upload a blind resume to accompany application
- Finalists will be contacted for personal interviews by Tuesday, November 8th, 2016. Interviews will take place Sunday, November 13, 2016.

Students can direct questions to Mortar Board’s Director of Scholarship, Amanda Stultz, at afaith17@ksu.edu.

**APD Pro Events**

CV’s/Resumes for Grad Students
[SPECIAL TOPIC]
Tuesday, Oct 25, 4-5 pm, Berney Family Welcome Center

KatChat: Academic Anxiety
[SPECIAL TOPIC]
Tuesday, Oct 26, 4:45 pm, Leasure 13

Dining Etiquette
[SPECIAL TOPIC, TRANSITION TO CAREER LIFE]
Thursday, Oct 27, 5:30-7:30 pm, Bluemont Hotel

Public Discussion and Civic Leadership
[SPECIAL TOPIC, TRANSITION TO CAREER LIFE]
Thursday, Oct 27, 6-7:30 pm, 126/127 Leadership Studies Building

LARCP Colloquium
[SPECIAL TOPIC, FALL LECTURE]
Friday, October 28, 4:30 pm, APDWest

**Provost Distinguished Lecture Series:**
Dr. Haroon Ulh, Nov. 10 at 11:30 am
Kansas State University's Provost's Distinguished Lecture Series

Presents

Dr. Haroon Ullah
Senior Advisor,
Under Secretary for Public Diplomacy
from the U.S. State Department

Thursday,
November 10, 2016
Time: 11:30 am - 12:30
Forum Hall,
KSU Student Union

Haroon K. Ullah

is an international scholar, diplomat, and field researcher specializing in South Asia and the Middle East. He has a PhD in Political Science and Public Policy from the University of Michigan and was a Fulbright fellow, a Harvard University presidential scholar, a National Security Education Program fellow, and a Woodrow Wilson Public Service fellow. He is also the author of Vying for Allah’s Vote, The Bargain From the Burj: A Family’s Day of Rocking and his upcoming book Digital Rebels.

In partnership with

Kansas State University
Office of International Programs

College of Architecture, Planning & Design | (785) 532-5950 | apdesign@ksu.edu |
Kansas State University - 115 Seaton Hall
Manhattan, KS 66505